
A Thanksgiving 
Menu for Success  

B E F O R E  T H E  D I N N E R  

Practice makes perfect
If sitting down at a table with multiple people is out of the ordinary for
your family, schedule a couple of times before Thanksgiving to practice

sitting at the table. 
Talk to family members and hosts

Let your hosts or guests know if there are any difficulties for your child. For
example, avoid burning strong candles, keep bright lights off, or find an area

that would be helpful for your child to go to if things become too
overwhelming. 

D U R I N G  T H E  M E A L  

Bring an extra meal
If you're not sure what is on the menu and have a picky eater, bring a "back

up" meal. Just in case there isn't anything your child enjoys eating. 

A F T E R  T H E  M E A L  

Review 

Encouraage Curiosity 
When your child is looking at the food, provide lots of verbal praise if they try new

foods or want to taste food before getting a plate full (make a "test" plate with little
bites of each food to help them decide what they want to try!) 

Provide Breaks
Having opportunities to escape the chaos of family get togethers can be beneficial for

everyone! Those with ASD may get overwhelmed with everything happening around
them and need some time to themselves. 

 

When interacting in new environments, we want to provide behavior specific praise to
let our children know what behaviors are expected. Any behaviors you see that are

positive, give verbal praise! For example, if your child is using nice hands to get their
plate tell them "Wow, I like how well you picked up your plate!" For older individuals,
praise appropriate behaviors during play or social interaction. Such as "I like how you

are playing with your cousins!" or "Great job talking to everyone!" 

Praise Appropriate Social Behaviors

Talk about what went well and what was difficult for your child. Make a
note of these things and prepare to make changes for the next family

gathering! 
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